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Leading Schools to Excellence 
 
Many authors have written books on school improvement/creating excellent 
schools. Perkins, Hodge, Hamrick, and Coleman (2004) are part of this reper-
toire. The authors were chosen to present at the New York State Data Analysis 
and Technical Assistance 2019 summer conference.  
 
Though there have been wave after wave of education reforms, educators know 
that improving schools takes time, effort, and perseverance. Leadership by central 
office administrators,  principals, teachers, and the community will influence  the 
focus and success of the reform. 
 
The focus of the reform may be influenced by what is perceived to be the purpose 
of education. Is the purpose to create a literate population? Is the purpose to cre-
ate deep analytical thinkers? Is the purpose to prepare students for careers? Is the 
purpose to prepare all students to go to college? Is the purpose to prepare students 
to compete for jobs in a global economy? Is the purpose to prepare students for 
jobs in mathematics, engineering, science, and technology?  
 
In recent years teacher evaluation has become part of school reform. The reason-
ing seems to be that if teachers delivered instruction more effectively, students 
would be more successful at learning. Teachers are frustrated because the evalua-
tion seems to be influenced by factors that they cannot control such as poverty 
and school resources. College instructors are frustrated because students enter 
their classrooms not able to write a coherent essay nor able to solve a two-step 
equation successfully.  
 
Improving schools takes action. Action may start at the individual school level or 
at the district level. Effective action needs planning. Otherwise, a lot of energy 
will be expended without a positive end result. Planning may outline the steps for 
answering a series of questions. If the goal was that  on the 2020 NYS grade six 
mathematics assessment the percentage of students answering an order of opera-
tions question correctly would increase from 30% to 60%, a series of steps might 
be planned.  

1. What is meant by order of operations in mathematics? 
2. What strategies are teachers currently using to teach order of opera-

tions?  
3. What strategies are considered best practice? 
4. Who  should be on the committee to revise lesson plans for teaching 

order of operations? When will the plans be due? 
5. When is order of operations taught in the curriculum? When is it re-

inforced in the curriculum?  
6. How is order of operations being assessed during the year? 
7. Was the goal accomplished? 

 
Goals may focus on non-academic outcomes. Does the school “foster confidence, 
skills, and values that will help students become productive workers, strong fami-
ly members, and good citizens” (Perkins, et al, 2004, p. 14)? Character education/ 
social emotional learning has gained emphasis in recent years. Is the school or-
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derly, safe, and nurturing? Are students expected to model self-discipline, responsibility, respect, hones-
ty, justice, peaceful conflict resolution, and integrity? How are these values explicitly taught in the 
school?   
 
Education is a system made up of complex parts. Looking at a part without looking at the system may 
result in a crazy quilt of initiatives that result in gaps, overlaps, and inconsistencies. When we think of 
the academic component of education, we may think about  standards, curriculum, teaching strategies, 
and assessment.  We may also consider the social/ behavioral mores of a school and the belief system of 
the school or classroom. Is there a belief that there should be collaboration among teachers and teachers 
with the principal? Are social structures put into place that encourage collaboration?  Is there scheduled 
time for collaboration? Have people been trained on techniques for collaborative team meetings? The 
academic, behavioral, and belief systems of a school are intertwined.   
 
Effective leadership is needed to support productive school improvement. The degree of distribution of 
that leadership will depend upon the particular school/educational system. Do official leaders support 
teachers in the learning of new strategies? Is there alignment among official leaders and unofficial lead-
ers in the school or district? Do families, community leaders, business leaders, and the school board sup-
port teachers?  
 
The behavioral and belief systems of a school influence the school climate. Behavior is the manifesta-
tion of the belief system. How people relate to one another will create or disrupt  the environment for 
learning. The environment influences whether students look forward to going to school in the morning. 
The environment influences whether teachers want to remain in a district or move to another district. 
Principals need to foster structures that encourage a positive social climate for students and for teachers. 
It is important for teachers not just to work beside each other but to work with each other. The social 
network of teachers is supported when time is planned for group events whether the group activity is 
collaborative planning or a social event such as a holiday party. Teaching, change, and collaboration are 
hard work. The social network celebrates successes. (Perkins, et al, p. 56-57).  
 
It is important to not only measure student academic learning but to also measure the school climate. 
The purpose is not to categorize school climate but to improve the environment within a school.  School 
climate has a strong connection to student achievement. School climate influences a student’s sense of 
safety and social acceptance. This sense of well-being influences the ability of the student to focus on 
the task of learning.   
 
The data collected from the Nassau BOCES school climate survey is aggregated for reporting. No sur-
vey participant is identified. The group size for disaggregation of the data is greater than 10. The survey 
asks questions to analyze interpersonal relationships, personnel practices, organizational structures, and 
organizational policies. The survey used by Nassau BOCES is based on the USDOE student, teacher, 
parent, and non-teacher school climate survey. For information about this service contact Audre Midura, 
amidura@nasboces.org, 516-832-2718.  
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